Bread Products
Contrary to popular belief, bread products make an
excellent choice for breakfast. Pastry style items like
croissants will contain hidden teaspoons of fat and
are often served with added fat like butter or cheese.
Whilst these should be limited, other bread products
can make good breakfast choices.

Try some of the following breakfast suggestions:
 t oasted raisin bread or fruit loaf, with a thin
scrape of margarine, Philadelphia® Extra Light
cream cheese or 100% fruit spread eg St. Dalfour
 a toasted fruit or wholegrain English muffin with
a scrape of low fat ricotta cheese and 100%
fruit spread eg St. Dalfour

Wholegrain and wholemeal varieties are the best
choice, helping you feel satisfied for longer after
eating.

croissant

english muffin

crumpet

 a toasted wholemeal crumpet topped with a mini
can of baked beans

Take care when adding toppings to minimise the
teaspoons of fat and sugar. A crumpet can be
a margarine ‘sponge’, making it a high fat food.
Remember, it is not always the bread, but what you
spread on it. Try measuring your margarine using a
teaspoon before you spread, to control how much
you use.

 a slice of wholegrain toast topped with reduced
fat cheese, sliced tomato and cracked pepper.
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slice of fruit loaf

Confectionary
Words such as healthy, natural, real or fresh are
used in the marketing of foods to make products
more appealing, but they have no defined meaning.
These words are not regulated by our food standards
authority.
Most confectionary has a common key ingredient and
that is sugar.
The marshmallows pictured do not contain fat and
could be marketed as a fat free product. However, in
just one small portion there are over six teaspoons of
sugar, so they cannot be considered a healthy food.
‘Natural lollies’ also contain significant added sugar.
The word ‘natural’ interchanges with the word
‘healthy’ for some people, but this is not always the
case. The ‘natural’ lollies pictured contain significant
added sugar.


The following snacks make good alternatives to
confectionary when looking for something sweet:
 s lice of toasted or plain raisin bread or fruit loaf
with a thin scrape of margarine or Philadelphia®
Extra Light cream cheese
 a ir popped popcorn (sprinkle with cinnamon
for variety)
 Mini-wheats® or Fruity Bix® cereal

50g chocolate

50g licorice

50g marshmallows

 single serve nut, seed or dried fruit pack
 homemade ice blocks made with pureed fruit
 small tub of low fat yoghurt or Fruche®
 f rozen fruit cut into pieces such as oranges,
bananas, pineapple or grapes
 diet jelly set with tinned or fresh fruit
 t oasted wholemeal crumpet or wholegrain
cracker spread with a scrape of 100% fruit spread
(such as St Dalfour®) or Philadelphia® Extra Light
cream cheese.
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50g ‘natural’ lollies

Indian
In Western society it is common to share a selection
of Indian dishes in the centre of the table. Whilst a
great way to taste a range of dishes, this can also
cause us to keep dishing up additional serves, leaving
us very full at the end of the night.
There are some simple principles that can be used
when extra helpings are available, at home, when
eating with friends, or dining at a buffet.

Also consider your plate size. Large plates have
become fashionable and fit more food than most of
us need. Could you use a smaller plate?
Rethink the way you look at wasting food. Many
people will have grown up having to finish everything
on their plate. Remember, ‘it is better in the waste
than on the waist’.
butter chicken

tarka dal

 Look over all the dishes carefully and choose
those you will enjoy most.
 Serve one plate of food, a similar size to your
normal meal. There is no need to have more than
you usually would at home.
 W
 hen enjoying takeaways at home, serve your
meal and refrigerate leftovers straight away to
minimise the temptation to go for seconds.
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beef vindaloo

